
MIRIPS Instrument

(Indian adaptation: Urdu version in Persian script)

Note: While all items of the original MIRIPS instruments were translated in Hindi and

Urdu languages, we had also added a few items (marked asterisk* in the original MIRIPS

questionnaires) to "language'', "contact'' and "identity" measures to make them more

comprehensive and culturally more appropriate.
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(Acculturation Attitude)  
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(For Majority) 
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Multicultural Ideology   









 





     





     





     









     






     






     





     







     





     

 




     








Tolerance/ Prejudice  









 





     





     





     





     






     





     








     





     




     




     




     




Attitude Toward Migration  








 





     





     





     








     




     




     





     




     




     





     




     








    
      
      
      





Attitude Toward Religious Groups  




 








 
 




 


 


 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 





Self-esteem  
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Socio-cultural Competancy  


 
 
 
 

 
    
      
      
      
      
      
      





      
      
      
      
      
     




      
      
      
      
      
      
      
      

Social Desirability Scale  
  







 





     




      
     








      
     




     




     




     




      
     




     




     



































